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VIVA for Hernandez
and the people of the
stats who have endorsed republican pol-
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Mr
C. HERNANDEZ IS ELECTE

0

CANDIDATES

OF

id the lower house of the state legislature a plurality of 300 or more. Hernandez's pluralities In towns In Mora
Mora,
ccunty are as follows:
11;
Cleveland, 52; Wagon Mound, 1"23;
Iiolman, 15. Roy gave Fergusson a
plurality of 50, while In Nolan he got
a plurality of 3.
In the county of Santa Fe the re
publican candidates will be shown to

O. P, VOTES

OF STRAIGHT G

Hugh Williams is Chosen to Succeed Him-

have received a substantial majority,
the returns are counted. Hernandez's majority In the city of Santa Fe is 304, and his plurality in the
is expected to reach 700.
Raton gave Hernandez a plurality
of 1 8. The county will go republican
by 300 votes. Fergusson received a
plurality of 449 in Albuquerque, but
he lost Old Albuquerque by 214;
by 142, Chiiill by 10 and Del Rio
by 25. Fergusson took. Roswell by a
reduced plurality and Chaves county
:S his
by a reduced plurality. Hernandez has can-leDona Ana county
with ease. Returns from Guadalupe
county are incomplete.
Quay, Otero
ui'c! Lincoln counties appear to
be
F?rj?iissrn'3 by small figures. In San
Juan county, '.where Hernandez lost
by 123,- Palmer, republican candidate
fcr the legislature, was elected by 11

self as Corporation Commissioner

when all

out of 54 precincts
in San Miguel county give Her- nandez a plurality of 1.25G. It is
stated by election experts that
this county, judging by returns
already In, will return a plurality
of 1,500 for Hernandez.
Thirty-si-

dez, 1,290; Ferguson,
dez's plurality, 658.

G32

Precinct Nq 37, El Cerrito, gave a
straight vote for Hernandez, the vote
being: Hernandez, 33; Fergusson, 0.
Precinct No. 36, Hot Springs, gave
36 votes for Hernandez and one for
Fergusson. This same ratio was
given for all the candidates on the
republican and democratic tickets.
Precinct No. 29, East Las Vegasr
For congress:
Hernandez, R., 318;
Fergusson, D., 265; Wilson, P. G;
Metcalf, S., 2G. Hernandez's plurality, 53. For corporation commissioner: Williams, R., 374; Hill, D.,
211; Welsh, 9 5; McTeer, P., 24;
Williams' plurality, 163.. For legislature: Romero, R., 353; Sena, R., 370;
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GREAT POWERS BEGIN OPERATIONS

AGAINST TURKEY BY

s,
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D BOMBARDMENT

INVASION
WITH NAV

Dardanelles Shelled by English Vessels,
While Russian Army Crosses Frontier .
ONE OF CZAR'S

BATTLESHIPS

SUNK DY TURKS

Kaiser's f leet Gathers off Gulf of Finland in (he Bahic and is Fx
The Struggle in (he
pected to Begin an Active Campaign
Carson, Nev., Nov. 4. Samuel Piatt,
North
for
the
Possession
of
French Ports Continues
republican, for United States senator,
Piatt

New-York-

v

y,

j

V

Gov-uno-

m;

Newlands 2,861. The same gave
the following totals:
Governor Od- (iie, republican 3,390; Boyle, democrat
..via; Morgan, socialist, 1,101; wom
an suffrage for 1,009, against, 750.
Close In Utah
Salt Lake, Ntah, Nov. 4,At

11 o'
ioeiay tue result of what, ap
pears to bo the closest election in the
i f( rv of the state remains in
doubt,

ciuck
1

a
i t
thnt practically oorn- plete returns will be required to
the result. The vote between
Sinoot, republican and Remold, fusion,
democrat, for senator, is especially
close, with both sides claiming victory,

Throu?hout the state, with few exceptions, the counties considered to be
strong democratic bailiwicks have re
Albuquerque, N. L, Nov. 4. More
turned small pluralities for Fergus-son- ,
Wisconsin is Close
complete returns this morning Indiwhile the doubtful counties have
cate the election of B. C. Hernandez,
4.
Incomoi.ed republican and the republican
Milwaukee, Wis.. Nov.
republican, to congress by 2,000. The
plete returns late this afternoon for
counties have brought in unexpectedly
counties to be heard from are chiefly
than SOoutof 71 counties in Wislarge pluralities for Hernandez.
consin show the race for United States
republican and probably will mate--i
Hernandez's plurality in Bernalillo
senator to be a closa one and it may
ially increase this majority.
county is 774, according to a special
Hugh. H. Williams, republican, is
to
The
require an official canvass to deterOptic this afternoon.
liirssage
elected to the state corporation commine the winner-"- . of the contest beChaves county gives Fergusson a plutween
mission, the only state office at issue. Blood, D., 354;
McGoverri, republican, and Trusof 810; Eddy gives him a pluralGallegos, R., 344; rality
The republicans probably have elect- Baca,
ting, democrat
D., 210; Lujan, D., 213; Rus- ity of 700; Grant county, incomplete,
s
ed
majority to the lower sell, D., 253;
Clancey, 1)., 244. Major- ghes Fergusson's plurality as 900;
house of the legislature.
Kendricks in Wyoming
ity for republicans. Precinct No. 3, Curry county gives Fergusson a plur- Las Vegas South For congress: HerCheyenne, Wyo., No.-,The elecity oi 400.
Democrats Give tl.p
tion of J. B. Kendrick, democrat, gubThe following additional returns of
nandez, 111; Fergusson, 39; HernanSanta. Fe, N. M., Nov. 4. Late" this dez's
ernatorial candidate, was conceded
majority, 72. For corporation V'ora county were received late this
afternoon the democratic state head- commissioner:
in
instance
the
afternoon;
figevery
by Republican State Chairman
Williams, 94; Hill, 56;
quarters admitted defeat in yester- McTeer, 1; Williams'
ures given are majorities:
Sullivan
Democratic State Chairman
38.
plurality,
day's congressional and legislative For legislature: Romoro, 106; s.na,
San Jose, Fergusson, 14; Hill, 13;
Hopkins at noon asserted Kendricks'
election. The voters have elected
102; Blood, 96; Gallegos
majority would be 3,000.
103; Baca, Golondrina, Hernandez, 3; Williams,
C. Hernandez to congress by 50;
Lujan, 44; Russell, 47; Clancey, ?, Ocate, Hernandez, 28; W illiams, 14;
ine reelection of R. B. Forsythe,
about 2,800 to 3,300 votes. The lower 48. Majority for
state auditor, republican, is conceded
Lucero, Hernandez, 23; Williams, 17;
republicans.
rehouse of the legislature will be
)y Democratic Stato Chairman Hop
Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas Xorth-F- or C'yote, Hernandez, 10; Williams, 8;
The three
publican by
Chacon, Hernandez, 113; Williams, 58;
kins, who claims the
of F.
congress:
163:
FerHernandez,
constitutional amendments carried.
L. Houx, secretary of state, and F.
gusson, 88; Hernandez's majority, 75. Abuela, Hernandez, 31; Williams, 22;
L. Thompson, state treasurer and inrur corporation commissioner: Wil- El Carmen, Hernandez, 24; Hill, 12;
'
A republican victory by fully 2,500
sists that D. A. Preston has defeated
4;
4;
Hernandez,
liams,
Williams,
jCordillera,
154;
Hill, 95; Williams' majorin the state and a plurality for HerWat-rouTortilla,
59.
Mondell.
11;
Hill,
Fergusson,
Representative
ity,
Returns are
For
9;
legislature;
Romero,
nandez and (he rest of the ticket In
in slowly and will )e incomHernandez, 19; Williams, 21;
163; Sena, 157; Blood, 137; Galtefjos,
coming
not
less than
San Miguel county of
,
162; Baca, 103; Lujan, 92;
plete for several days.
Rmsell, Gascon, Fergusson, 4; Hill, 11; Naran-joa1,200 was the result of yesterday's 91;
Election Summary
.
5; Hill, 6.
Fergusson,
Claney,
Republicans
got
California Returns
congressional and legislative election.
returns from yesterday's
majorities.
Incomplete
San FranciscOj Nov. 4. Complete
Hugh H. Williams, republican candiGOT HIS PAPERS
election
showed these results:
6
Precinct
No.
today
Las
returns from 834 out of 4,585 precinct3
Vegas central
date for member of the state corporaIxmdon, Nov,. 4. The foreign otf ice in
Massachusetts Governor David I
For congress : Hernandez, 168; Ferfor
succeed
to
state
himself,
senator:
the
tion commission,
give,
Joseph Waish,
today handed his passports to the R.
democrat,
by 10,000
ran abreast of Hernand.es in this gusson, 74; Hernandez's majority, Si. Turkish
... Knowland,
26,598;
republican,
Tewfik
P;isha.
For
ambassador,
control
of
Republicans
gained
Wilcongres
corporation
commissioner:
Fred
D.
James
Phelan, democrat, 27,326; sional
county, while Secundlno Romero,
The ambassador left, immediately.
delegation. Republicans seem
O. Blood and ApoKmio A. Sena, re- liams, 152; Hill, 88; Williams' I'lur-alltFrancis J. Heney, 6,142.
to have elected most of the state of64.
For legislature: Romero,
publican candidates for the lower 1G5;
fices witti the
VEGAS
WILL
HELP
Sena;
163; Blood, 148; Gallegos
exception of governor,
house of the: state legislature, ran
Montana Grants Suffrage
166; Baca, SI; Lujan, 79:
nd
a
have
CY.
M.
A.
legislaive
The
local
majority. Comforth
Russell, 79;
ahead pf the congressional aspirant.
ls,puttlng
Chicago, Nov. 4. The woman suf77.
Republicans get major- tr beSt efforts .to aid the citizens of frage amendment In Montana has car plete vote for governor Wash, dem
As was to have oeen expected. Clancey,
ities.
MoCail, republican,
AlDuquerque in securing an associa- ried by a "safe majority," according ocrat, 206,524;
Judging from it9 solid republican exNo
1M.800;
4 Tecolote For con: tion building'. An initial gift of $10,000 to a
Walker,
iprecinct
34,207.
progressive,
the
received
at
here shortly
previous elections,
pressions
telegram
Ohio Frank B. Willis, republican,
Mm Tuwim Mr
West side gave Hernandez and his as- gress: Hernandez, 65; Fergusson 13- bat been made by R. A. Putney hp form noon Mm
of the Duke City, and several people Cormlck, chairman of the congression. elected governor over James M. Cox,
sociates on the ticket a substantial Hernandez's majority, 52.
are hustling to make up the rest of.al committee of the National Woman democrat, present governor. Warren
Precinct No, 8 Upper Los Vegas
majority of 239. n East Las Vegas,
which in 1912 gave Fergusson a plur- For congress: Hernandez, 15: Fergus- - the $75,000 that will be required. Suffrage association, from Miss Janet G, Harding, republican, elected sena-to-i
'
over T. S. Hogan, democrat. Elect
ality of 48 over Jaffa, republican, in son, 15; Hernandez's majority, 40. For ;1bree local men Phil. II. LeNoir, Rankin of Missoula, Mont,, the corn- ed 11 republican and 11 democratic
,
yesterday's election the republican corporation commissioner:, Williams. George H. Kinkel and Director Scat-- mitfee's representative in Montana
members of congress. Defeated state
candidate received a plurality of 40; Hill. 23: Williams' nluralltv. 17 terday of the Las Vezas association
i rohibition and woman suffrage. Con59.
a
He
in Legislature: Romero, 54; Sena, 50: Jwill speak in Albuquerque in favor of
got
Undecided
plurality
Governorships
Greater Las Vegas of 202. In 1910 Blood, 44; Gallegos, 50; Baca, 21; the project this week.
4
New York, Nov.
Incomplete re- stitutional amendment for repeal of
Greater Las Vegas gave Jaffa a plur- Lujan, 17; Russell, 24; Clancey, IS.
G. S. BJlheimer and A. G. Knebe'i, turns from the 29 states where
ccunty local option law still in doubt.
Iowa Senator Cummins,
secretaries of the asso- - notorial elections were held showed
ality of 78, while Taft received a plur- Major'ties for .the republicans.
republican,
are
Thirty-siat
In
ality of 17S.
11
by about 25,000. Gover- present
precincts had reported cation,
democrats and ten reAlbuquerque today that
j
ine reports were exceedingly eiow.up to 4 o'clock tbis afternoon, but it campaigning for the building. The lo-- publicans 'bnd !een elected and ihcl In inor Clark, renubli-r...... : .M .ro.,-i(,
f vu'u
uy
in coming In today. At noon IS pre-- ( wag impossible to get the figures tab jcnl association expects lo see the seven stales the result wa.s
0,000.
Entire
republican
in.
ticket,
apparently
inets reported the following vote on uiated for presentation In total. The
nectary money raised hv' next Mo undetermined. In these. ,ven tate9
iH copsresstonr.1 candidates; Jlernan, returns for every precinct in tU coun-jd- r y.
.(Cont'nued nn pnse F our)
t?.e republican candidates were Kvlin?'
j

f' I

L! If
J
fit
l

r
fornia, apparently, had
Hiram Johnson, progressive.
Of these 29 states' 16 at the present
Lime have democratic governors, 11
governors, and two progressive governors.

leaders here were confident that the
administration will retain control of
congress, although tha majority in' the
house might be tut 'from its present
strength of 141 to ai low as 25 or 30.
After a; conference of national democratic committee officials
at the
White House, with 'resident Wilson
and Secretary Tmmiltv. it was estimated the demucr; . rrimoritv mtubt
f
democratic
possiuJjr stand at "
majol it in i
iu w i c i I
'
at ten.
The varying representations of the
senate contests In Nevada, California,
Kansas and Colorado gave no promise
of eight. Reports of .the national democratic committee were said to lndi- cate the election of James D. Phelan
of California to succeed Senator Per-- j
kins,, a republican, and the
of Senators Newlands and Thomas in
Nevada and Colorado. In Kansas a
close contest for the seat of Senator
Bristow seemed to be between Murdoch and former Senator Curtis, republican, leaving Representative Neel-ey- ,
the democratic candidate, behind.
At noon with the 85 congressional
districts missing the election of 185
democrats and 162 republicans and
three progressives was rportf d.
The present " complexion
of the
house Is 285 democrats, 129 republicans and 11 progressives, and six vacancies.
The noon "eurns showed a gain of
33 republicans.
Although districts in
,
six in Pennsylvania, 12 in
Missouri, 10 In Minnesota,- eight In
California and others, were reportedi
It takes 218 for a majority in the
house. To fulfill the prediction of
the democratic leaders of a majority
it Is necessary for 6J of the unreported districts to be democratic. They
are claimed by the leaders.

Ba-relr-

Hernan

P

'

1

San Miguel County Makes Wonderful Showing, Piling up a Plurality of 1,500 for the G. 0. P. Candidates East Las Vegas in
the Republican Column for the First Time Sfnce the
Spring of 1911

:H

SAYS RETURNS INDICATE THAT
DEMOCRACY WILL HAVE A
MAJORITY OF 10
continued to increase his lead over
Francis Newlands, democrat, in the
Washington, Nov.,' 4. Although 85 returns today from yesterday's elec
congressional districts were still un- tions in Nevada. Fifty-eigh- t
precincts
heard from at noon today democratic out of 240 in the state gave Piatt 3,-

co.-nt- y

LOWER HOUSE OF LEGISLATURE TO BE REPUBLICAN

CITY EDITION

In California
San Francisco, Nov. 4. Returna re
ceived from yesterday's election In
DEMOCRATS
CLArNt THEY WILL California accentuated the victory of
Governor Hiram W. Johnson, progresCONTROL THAT BODY BY
sive candidate for
whose
A FEW VOTES
rlurality over John D. Fredericks, re
publican, seems likely to approach
SENATE'S COMPLEXION NEW 100,000.
James D. Phelan, democrat, gained
s'owly in today's count for United
REPUBLICANS
WILL
REPLACE States
senator, his lead at noon over
NUMEROUS. MEMBERS
Jceeph R. Knowla.id, republican, bePARTY
ing more than 2,000 votes. If this
ratio be maintained Phelan will have
von by 12,000 to 13,000 plurality.
WILSON
STILL
CLAIMS
IT

poration commissioner and members

OVERWHELMED

1914.

HOUSE

ty will be published In detail tomor
row evening in The Optic.
Mora county will give Hernandez
uid the republican candidates for cor-

BY AVALANCHE

4,

f

REPUBLICAN GAI

ALBUQUERQUE

ARE

NOVEMBER

in five and the democrats in two. Cali-

,

DEMOCRATIC

C,DAY,

germ

010

ONGRESS TO SUCCEED H ARVEY
B. FER

C

ERVICE

.

-

i

-

?

With L'nabated

Fury.

was silent today regarding the naval engagement off the ChiJ-ecoast Sunday. The American minister at Santiago, Perry Fletcher,
however, confirms reports of a German naval victory In which five German
vessels sunk or put out of action three British warships.
Until the British admiralty has spoken the extent of their losses cannot be known. According to German reports the British cruiser Monmouth was sunk, the cruiser Goodhope put to flight when
apparently in a
sinking condition and the Glasgow driven Into a neutral port. The .G.i
man ships are said to have been undamaged and the loss of life on boa
j
is said to have been comparatively insignificant.
If the British cruisers went down some 15,000 men were drowned.
Today's advices from Chile mention the Bremen, but do not speak of
the Dresden. It is impossible to learn which of the warsfiips was engage :?
or whether boi-- were.
Wireless communication between the German defenders of Tsing Tan
and Peking has been interrupted since yesterday and the progress of the
At last accounts the Germans were making a dessiege is not known.
perate resistance against the land and sea attacks of the combined British and Japanese forces.
"
There is no change on the extreme north of the battle line In Belgium
and France, according to the French official statement issued this after-nooLondon

at

allies claim progress between Dixmude and Lys and to the east
between Arras and the Oise. The fighting elsewhere on the line has been without notable results.
The Germans, who have retired to the right bank of the Yser, appear
to be preparing a new movement to cut the line of the allies near Ypres.
The French, English and Indian troops in this vicinity have, been reinforced in anticipation of a fresh onslaught
There is a renewal of the fighting on the east Prussian frontier, the
Germans taking the defensive. In Russian Poland the Germans report
their armies inactive. The Austrians are clinging to their position on the
River. San.
Premier Salandra has been able to form a new Italian cabinet.
Turkish warships are said to have sunk the Russian battleship Sinop
'
This is not confirmed.
A fleet of German warships Is said to have
gathered off the Aland
in the Baltic opposite the Guljf of Finland.
According to an English correspondent British airmen dropped bombs
on Thilet soon after the departure of Emperor William, who had made
a Cisit to the German headquarters at Bielt
The

of

Lequesnoy-en-Santerr-

Paris, Nov. 4. The French war office gaver out an official announcement as follows:

possession a portion of the losts
ground..
"A violent cannonading and spirited

"On our left wing to the north the German attack was repulsed on ilia
situation shows no change as com heights of the Highway
pared to yesterday. The enemy has an4 in tne vicinity of Rheims. There
drawn back on the right bank of the nave Deen no nappemngs of lmiiort-anc- e
between Rheims and the Meusn
Yser. We have recaptured Lombaert-zyde- .
The Germans occupy on the nor in the Wroevre districts.
'On our right wing ln Lorraina
left bank of the Yser nothing more
than the head of a bridge, half wav there is nothing new to report,1
between Dixmude and Nieuport. They ';
have abandoned, in addition to pris-- l nlaTIS are 'taking tip the defensive am!
oners and wounded men, a consider- - j e Russians at certain points . iLg
able quantity of war material, includ- - front are malting successful progress.
ing .pieces of artillery which w re held In Poland the Russian troops havo o
immovable by the mud
cupled Szadelt, La6j and Rorhea
without serious resistance.
To th
"Between Dixmude and the Lys the
&
8re T"
!
fighting has continued with alternate
loSzcowa
and Adreyert
advances and withdrawals, but with! Ill
driven back t
the general result that the allied iTne Austrians
southeast of Klelce are holding
only
forces made preceptible progress.
to trie north of gandomir. On th
"Between Lys and the region of Ar- lower San
river there have been enras there have be n cannonading and
gagements at Rowadoff and Nlsko.
minor engagements.
the results of which were favorable
"Between the region of Arras and the Russians, and
the Russians con- "c v""7 " un,e "mue n aavance umie to cross the river The Grmo?i
to the east of Lequesnoy-en-Sr.iterrgeneral staff has been moved toWu-a- s
far as the heights oj Parviilers.
stoehowa, near the frontier of SiieVi, ''On the center the German attack
Russians Advanc'ng
which developed on the right bank of
General .Toffre, commander 'n eh'
the Aisne in the region of Vallly and of the French
forces, h?3. SP,t
which resulted In our losing the first
gram to Crand Duke NiUot-- ,
slopes to the north of Vallly and to roan
in ch!of of th T?nV
the north, of Craonno, was not con-- ' la fa 9
Ceht, tfc text 'of wh''
'.
..'
tinned yesterday.
A counter v' v:':
H.1L..,
by onr' forces hnmr.ht pt&m in'o
,
r
r
'

o--

,

(
I
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CHARGE FOR FITTINGS AND ALTERA TIONS
Laa YpMaT - oodiniatora

S.osenumd&

u

Son,

South SidcPln

Established

Women Suits, Dresses
and Millinery Reduced

t

1

It

j;ig

reduction on

and

women's

jinior's suits, dresses, and hats,

be-

cause November finds us with far too
During this sale you
l.avo the services of our fiWng and
alteration department, free as usual.
large a stock.

O

bis service surpasses any

.

in this

selections
part of the state. Make your
early, while the assortment is largest

Suits
All junior and women's suits

on

tale, "Wooltex." and "Print.iess"
Here are the reductions.
cluded.

in-

ALL $40.00 to $45,000 SUITS $30.00

I

ALL $29 50 to $37.50 SUITS $25.00
ALL $23.50 to $27.50 SUITS $19.75
ALL $14.50 to $18.50 SUITS $12.25

1005

Cupyririt W14

Tiic H. lilatlc

Co.

Dresses
All silk and wool dresses, included in this sale, excepting
dresses. No charges for filing and alterations.
ALL $27.50 to $37.50 DRESSES $23.50
ALL $19.50 to $25.00 DRESSES $16.75
ALL $12.50 to $17.50 DRESSES $10.50
ALL $ 6.50 to $ 7.50 DRESSES $ 4.93

I Millinery
Never have we shown as snart millinery as this season, and the
close out all
prices have been corresponduifely low. We wish to
hats now In preparation for the holiday season.
$3.50 to $4.00 HATS $2.65
$4.50 to $6.00 HATS $3.50
$6.50 to $8.00 HATS $5.00

NOVEMBER

New York sees Johnny Howard and room structure, built of yellow Gallup
brick and a typical California bungaBart Madden in a go tonight.
low with all fittings and convenienYou will like their positive action. ces that have made that type of
They have a tonic effect on the bow- homes popular. The house vacated
els, and give a wholesome, thorough by the Lavans was today occupied
cleaning to the entire bowel tract by former Surveyor General and Mrs.
Stir the liver to healthy activity and J. W. March who vacated the Franco- keep stomach sweet Constipation, on house on Hillside avenue.
headache, dull, tired feeling never affect those who use Foley Cathartic
Despondency Due to Indigestion
Tablets. Only 25c O. G. Schaefer
It is not at all surprising that per
and Red Cross Drug Store. Air.
sons w o have indigestion become
Here
Tom O'Rourke's new fight palaca in discouraged and despondent
cheer
and
of
a
few
are
words
hope
Brooklyn will soon be a reality.
for them by Mrs. Blanche Bowers, In
diana, Pa. "For years my digestion
CITROLAX
was so poor that I could not eat the
C IT RO LAX
lightest foods. I tried everytlbjing
CITROLAX
I heard of to get relief, but not
that
sour
Best thing tor constipation,
until
about a year ago when I saw
bow
and
liver
sluggish
stomach, lazy
Tablets advertised and
Chamberlain's
els. Stops a sick, headache almost at
once. Gives a most thorough and eat got a bottle of them, did I find the
soon began to imisfactory flushing no pain, no nau right treatment I
a few bottles
and
since
prove,
taking
sea. Keeps your system cleansed,
sweet and wholesome. Ask for Cifc of them my digestion Is fine." For
relax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross sale by all dealers. Adv.
Drug Store. Adv.
Lowell, Mass., will soon open a boxclub.
is
ing
Kid Graves of Brooklyn
seeking
a match with MacFarland for the
Hub a sore throat with BALLARD'S
welterweight title, and offers a side
One or two ap
SNOW
LINIMENT.
bet
plications will cure it completely.
Prxe 2ac, 50c and $1 per bottle.' Sold
Best Cough Medicine for Children
"Three years ago when I was living by Central Drug Co. Adv.
in Pittsburgh one of my children had
Freddie Welsh and Joe Mandot will
a hard cold and coughed dreadfully.
20 rounds
Upon the advice of a druggist I pur- meet in New Orleans for
chased a bottle of Chamberlain's on November 15
Cough Remedy and tt benefited him
FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
at once. I find it the best cough med
icine for children because it is pleas
There are. many times when one
ant to take. They dc not object to man
questions another's actions and
taking it," writes Mrs.. Lafayette Tuck, motives. Men act differently under
Homer City, Pa. This remedy con
different circumstances. The questains no opium or other narcotic, and tion
is, what would you do right now
may be given to a child as confidently if
you had a severe cold? Could you
as to an adult. Sold by all dealers. do better than to
take Chamberlain's
Adv.
Cough Remedy? It is highly recommended by people who have used it
LAVAN'S NEW HOME
for years and know its value. Mrs.
Santa Fe, Nov. 4. Attorney Frank O. EL Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham,T.
today moved into his new berlain's Cough Remedy is worth its
bungalow opposite the High school weight in gold and I take pleasure in
and across Federal street from the recommending it." For sale by all
federal building.. It is a modern ten dealers. Adv

HIGH CLASS CHORUS WITH
MUTT AND

JEFF IN MEXICO

We are matins price concessions in this department for the same
reason
We wish to use this space for our largo Doll department.
$1.05
$1.65

$2.50
$3.45
$6.00 to $6.50 HATS FOR $4.50
UP TO $2 SCHOOL HATS FOR $1.00

"BABY GRUMPY'- is the appropriate name of one of our new Effanbee Character
Dolls. We have a large variety of them on display in our windows, and invite you to bung the little folks to Inspect them.

TICKETS
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Great Composer's Wife Did Not
preciate Genius That World
Acknowledged.

.

Haydn married the sister

woman he loved.

TO HAVE BEEN
of

the

He was a little more

than twenty years old when he fell In
love with the younger daughter of a
certain Keller, a barber, who had done
much for him and been almost a father
to him. But Keller used to say:
"Haydn, you should marry my elder
daughter." Haydn obeyed, more from
duty than from love, and married Anna
Maria, the eldest daughter. He was
then twentyeven and she thirty-two- .
It was a most unhappy marriage;
there was not any reciprocity either of
affection or tastes between husband
and wife. The world proclaimed Haydn
a genius, but Anna Maria thought differently; for her there was little difference between an artist and a cobbler,
and she tranquilly used her husband's
manuscripts as curl papers for bet
hair. And her gay humor! When hei
husband was absent bhe wrote to him
in these pleasant terme: 'If you should
die some day or other, we have not
enough money In the bouse to bury
you." Or she communicated to him
this affectionate idea: "I have seen a
pretty little house which I like very
much. Please send me 2,000 florins to
buy It, eo that I may have a refuge

To the first
when I am a widow."'
Haydn responded, without upsetting
himself greatly: "If I should die. take
my MSS. to the editor you will have
enough to pay my funeral expenses."
As for the house, he bought it, but it
served for him as a widower.

PROCURING

PRIEST BELIEVED

Ap-

REST

FOR

BRAIN

Physician Gives Advice to
Those Who Suffer From Lack

English

of Sound Sleep.

Many men and women, especiallj
those past their first youth, And dim
culty In procuring the sound, restfu.
sleep so necessary to keep mind anc

physically the
Although
body fit.
body Is tired out, the brain is as alert
as ever, and perfect oblivion Is im
possible.
An English physician gives some
interesting advice on the matter. "In
somnia," he states, "is one of the pen
alties of the Increasing strain modert
The
life throws upon our brains.
man who works with his muscles anc
lives In the open air is rarely a vie
tlm of sleeplessness.
"The essentials for a good night't
rest are mental repose, a requisite
amount of muscular fatigue, comfort
able body heat, and plenty of ven

INSANE
REV. FATHER MULLEN, WHO MUR
DERED A MAN, IS UNDER
IN VESTIGATION
111., Nov.
When the i.i- into
the murder of Thomas J.
quest
Intterson, a Chlcag.j ticket agent, is
resumed tomorrow. It is believed that
th circumstances lr. this lemarka'ile
stabbing affair will establish the men
tal derangement of Rev. Tataer J. J.
Mullen, a much-loveChicago pastor,
vbo is held in the county jail charg
ed with the deed.
The clergyman was studious and
ambitious, and new honors were about
to ccme 10 hiin from Rome. He was
tan to have left bis beloved parishioners of the Holy Rosary church to
take an Important office at the head
of a religious order in Rome. His fol
lowers believe that worry over leaving
them, or perhaps a mental breakdown
from study and overwork, caused the
tragedy which has come into the young
priest's life and wrecked it
"I kill a man? I never harmed any
one in my life," was the statement
Father Mullen made to a friend who
interviewed him in the jail.
The stabbing affair took place on
October 20 at Hillside, near Mount
Carmel cemetery. Behind the killing
is a story of an automobile ride Into
the
to pick mushrooms,
country
a riot in a saloon, and fighting out- Side in the street. Father Mullen had
gone to Hillside with Paul SimmonnI,
one of his parishioners.
SimmonnI
declares they had lunch together at
the saloon, and that while eating, the
priest suddenly became violent. He
threw his untounched glass of soda on
the floor and began raving. The
tried to quiet him, but the
priest ran from the place,, says his
companion. Later Father Mullen ran
toward the railroad station, and it is
there that the ticket agent, Thomas .1.
TaLterson was fatally stabbed.
His
companion believes that the clergyman mistook Patterfon for an enemy.
The details of the affair will be

Chicago,

d

unfolded at the hearing tomorrow, for
a thorough investigation was completed today.
Many jt the parishioners
will attend. That Insanity will be the
priest's plea as an explanation of his
act was indicated by his attorney, Le- roy K. Hackett, in p. statement made
after the postponement of the inquest.
"I(think it would be best to commit
Father Mullen to some place where
suitable observations of his condition
may be made," he said.
Fred Patterson, son of the murdered man, declared le was satisfied the
assault wa without provocation, but
that there are circumstances that
might explain the clergyman's act
That the pastor was attacked with
a sudden and violent fit of dementia
was the only explanation his friends
could offer for his conduct Dr. Stephen Pietrowlcz, former superintendent
of the Dunning insane asylum, examined the pastor and said afterward:
"I found a scalp wound on his head.
1 nereis no doubt mat he is
suffering
from concussion of the brain, which
accounts for his strange actions.
State's Attorney Quinn, who was
assigned to the case, visited Hillside
rind went over the scene of the killing.
He interrogated many witnesses and
found conflicting stories. He learned
11 at when the
pastor reached the railroad station after his flight from' the
s.tloon, an altercation arose with Patterson. Father Mullen plunged
a
knife Into the ticket agent's side, he
says, and left him to die outside the
station door.
SimmonnI, the companion of Father Mullen, was arrested, but was lat-t- r
released on the promise of his
to be present at the inquest
tomorrow.
OPEN

HEADQUARTERS

Santa Fe, Nov. I. The republican
central committee kept open house
last evening at Its headquarters in
the Cafron block. Quite a number of
ladies were in attendance and coffee
and cake were served as the returns
v ere read.
KENTUCKY

CHURCH

WOMEN

Versailles, Ky., Nov. 4. The Women's Synodical meeting of the Southern Presbyterian church in Kentucky
brought together tclay many prominent Kentucky ' women. Among the
prominent speakers is Miss Anna B.
Bin ford of Richmond, Va., wlw will
('iscuss young people's church work.

Wirral gamekeeper a little while
ago was feeding his
young wild ducks when an aviator
bound for Parkgate, passed over at
no great height. Away went the flap
pers In all directions, quacking in
terror, the younger and feebler ones
scuttling to the hedges and those
which could fly making for the river
When the aeroplane had passed and
the field was quiet again some fort
birds gtraggled back, but three days
later there were still as many miss
ing. The downy duckling, Just out ol
the egg, dives or seeks shelter In
stinctively when the shadow of a large
bird, a hawk or a heron, passes its
pool, and no doubt these ducks
thought that some gigantic and noisy
bird of prey was swooping upon them
That gamekeeper does not like aeroplanes. Manchester Guardian.
hand-reare-

ARREST

or,

PAPERS

CURL

New Eird of Prey.

BY CHANGING

'a

HAYDN'S MSS.

A

changed tickets. That put too doubtful an aspect on the case for the local
officials and they let the train, with
Heaton aboard, go on. But Information was telegraphed to Chief Ben
Coles of I.as Vegas, and the chief had
men on hand to help the railroad officials nab the evasive Heaton.
They got the wrong man on the
liret attempt. Heato.i, it is said, found
a man who not only consented to
swap tickets, but exchanged clothes
D. H. HEATON ELUDED ALL THE
him. When the officers went in
v:tb
HE
HIT
OFFICERS UNTIL
to the car Heaton had gone Into his
COLES' TERRITORY
brrth. With the aid of the conductor,
Heaton's identity was established, and
The Allnuqjierque Herald has the the man with Heaton's ticket was refollowing interesting account of the leased while the slippery fugitive was
clever stunts performed by D. N. made fast
''', "!i '' ' ;
Jieaton in an attempt to avoid arrest
MUTT AND JEFF 'N OUTLANDISH COSTUME
V n Santa
Fe train No. 2:
A tight feeling In the chest accomGus Hill's new "Mutt and Jeff pro said, regarding the 20 or more separ
D. N. Heaton for whom the county panied by a short, dry
cought, indipolice and railroad officials here were cates an inflamed condition in the duction called "In Mexico" is blazing ate and distinct changes of magnifi
jjotified to watch the day before yes- lungs. To relieve it buy the dollar a trail of merriment that has never cent costumes worn by the chorus in
terday, was arrested yesterday on a size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
SY been equalled by a play of any sort their dlrverttsementa and numberless
accordat
train
Santa Fe
Ias Vegas,
RUP; you get with each bottle a or character. There seems to be no t'ong hits. One of the scenic surprisHea- free HER RICK'S RED PEPPER POR- l'mit to the possibilities of laugh pro es is the
officials.
word
to
received
by
ing
passing of a full rigged ship
ton is wanted in Los Angeles, it is OUS PLASTER for the chest. The ducing material to be culled from the through the great Panama canal and
for forgery. Four times on the sjrup relaxes the tightness and the famous Fisher cartoons which are now sailing out into the Pacific ocean
way from the coast other men were plaster draws out the inflammation. running in more than one thousand with our heroes "Mutt and Jeff" on
spotted by officers m mistake for Hea- It la an ideal combination for curing ciaily and Sunday newspapers through-cu- t board. A number of very interesting
ton. He was enabled to escape arrest colds settled in the lungs. Sold by
the United States and Canada.
dramatic situations containing gen
This season's offering is entirely ulne thrills are added in order to reCentral Drug Co. Adv.
by one of the mistakes.
new with the exception of the two in lieve the strain of Incessant
Heaton brought about the confus-eior.laughter.
in identity by changing tickets
Mick King Is touted as a comer in imitable droll characters "A, Mutt" The book furnished by Bud Fisher
as he made his way across the coun- Milwaukee. He werghs In at 158.
and his little pal "Mr. Othello Mont- and Owen Davis gives ample opportry. He made his first change with
gomery Jeffries." As is natural to tunity for fun of the "Mutt and Jeff"
a
!n California, and
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
suppose, fun Is the paramount object biand. The entire production being
the man with whonii he swapped was
There ta such ready action In Foley of the play, and in that respect as staged under the personal direction
Picked out as Heaton. Another swap Kidney Pills, you feel their healing well as from the standpoint of a mu- of Mr. Gus Hill
gives assurance of
led to the singling tut of another in- - from the very first dose. Backache, sical production, "Mutt and' Jeff in the
best that money can buy, or that
Tiocent passenger by officers in Arizo- - weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder Mexico" has no equal in the annals of .trains can invent
Mr. Hill may be
:.a, while Heaton blithely went his and irregular action disappear with musical comedy.
Mr. Hill has been rightly 'called the dean of cartoon
I their
use.
O. Palmer, Green
v.ay.
Bay, lavish in his expenditures relative to comedy production.
"Mutt and Jeff"
When the train
got here a man Wis., says :"My wire is rapidly re- j scenery and electrical embellishments will never be
to grow old
permitted
whose ticket Indicated ho was the covering her health and strength, due and it Is not a.t all unlikely that
so It will undoubtedly be a profitable
so elaborate has ever been pre- .investment for
quarry sought was corralled by offl- - solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G.
many year3 to come.
lie promptly denied ellaton was Schaefer and Red Crops Drug Store. sented at popular rices.
The show will be at. the Duncan
,
' nte and explained that hf had Adv.
iWifi The same may a'so be truthfully opera house on November 10.
'

AVOIDED

1914.

tilation.
"The most difficult to secure is
lessened brain activity. An excellent
plan i3 to take a brisk half hour'i
walk just before bedtime, followed b
a hot bath and a rubdown, and ther
a cup of warm milk and a biscuit oi
two as one gets into, bed. .
"If in addition, the mind be fo
cussed on some pleasant but not ex
citing topic, a night's rest is asaureo
to all but the most chronic sufferer.
"The type in which the sleeper sud
denly awakes an hour or so after hav
ing fallen asleep usually means that
more outdoor muscular exercise is
required."

Children's Hats
$1.35 to $2.00 HATS FOR
$2.25 to $3.00 HATS FOR
$3.25 to $3.75 HATS FOR
$4.25 to $5.50 HATS FOR

4,
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hint

is unanimous that caffeine and tannin, the poisonous drugs intea
and coffee, should not be used unless as medicine under the
directions of a doctor.
Theae drugs In tea and coffee are known to be one of the
commoh causes of chronic headache, nervousness; dyspepsia, "cot-fe- e
heart," and other aches and ills.

Jar Opener.
to housewives: Old scissors

make a very serviceable fruit jai
opener. Anyone who has struggled
with the obstinate top of a fruit jai
will appreciate any little aid to the
opening process, and here Is one: Take
an old pair of scissors and grind the
broken ends concave, so as to fit the
side of the jar top when the scissors
are open. Then bore holes near the
end of each ground prong. A stoul
piece of wire should then be Inserted
in the holes and fastened securely ec
that it will juBt reach around the jai
top when the scissors are held open
Now, by pressing the shears together,
the wire will take a death grip on the
fruit-ja- r
cover, so that it is easily
removed. The device also comes In
handily in the canning season, when
the housewife wants to screw her tops
down firmly.

Detects LUtener.
A
telltale device foi
party-lintelephones has been patented, which will give conversing parties
ttie location of any subscriber who
may "listen in" while they are using
the line.
The rising receiver hook at the in
terloping station starts a motor-drivesignal wheel which gives the code ol
the station attempting to use the line
The motor cannot be stopped or the
circuits Interrupted until the signal is
motor-drive-

n

e

n

completed

Scientific Opinion
The World Over

.

.

If you are troubled with any such ailments, suppose you do
as thousands of others have done, get relief by quitting both tea
and coffee and using

"There's a Reason"
Postura is made only
prime wheat and a bit of wholemolasses.
It is a puure food drink, nourishing and appetizing, and entirely free from tho tea and coffee drugs, or any
other harmful substance.
a

some

...

Young and old drink Postum with

two forms.

pleasure.

It

comes

in

Regular Postum must be boiled. 15c and 20c packages.
Instant Postum soluble mane in the cup with hot water,
Instantly. 30c and 50c tins.
Both kinds are delicious and the cost per cup is about the

same.

Grocers Everywhere
sell POSTUM

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

the Nambe-Chimayroad $250 la to'
be spent. On the Cerrlllos, Madrid,
Golden and San Pedro road the cut-
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Chemists have shown that a large percentage of
the chemicals of which alum baking powders are
made remains in the food in the form of Glauber's
Salt, hydrate of aluminum and other impurities.
Read the label on the can. Reject a baking powder
unless the label shows cream of tartar. Buy and use
'
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t

QUAY HAS MONEY
Fanta Fe, Nov. 4 Quay countr re
ports a balance of $3,456.19 in Its gen
era! school fund as against $3,096.80

' "

the year before. The expendHures
amounted to $12,757.f.9,'of which $10,- L'13.80 was
apportioned to the school
districts; $1,500 went to the countv
school superintendent; $129.33 to his
expenses; $75.65 for supplies: $350 to
rtunty institute; $300 to county su
perintendent's
traveling expenses:
TO; 20 election expenses
and $50 to
survey of district. Of the receipts $G,
'CZ.01 came from the three mill county levy; $3,8886.59 from the county
$1,008.59
dolinauent
taj.es; $1,459.44 from licenses.
The town of Socorro report to the
department of education receipts last
ear for the schools of $5,1112.64 and
a total of expenditures of $5,800 of
which $4,275 went for teachers: $280
jaritor; $230 for fuel; $800 'or inter
est on bonds and $115 for school supplies and repaii-s- .
The school prop-c?:t- y
is valued at $30,300; the bonded
debt is $15,000; the library has 200
vlumes; average salary of the six
trachers $60 a month.
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You desire to avoid it. Dr. Price's Cream Baking
Powder contains no alum or lime phosphate. Its
use is therefore a safeguard against objectionable
mineral salts which are left in the biscuit and cake
when made with inferior powders.

f

outs are to TTe widened and $1,000 is
to be expended. Three culverts are
to be built on the Santai
road and $200 ia to be expanded in
road
grading. On the Cerrillog-Madrian old abandoned well is to be filled.
It is 40 feet deep and 12 feet across
and therefore quite dangerous. Over
the Tesuque a pile bridge is to be
built and a runway constructed across
Santa Pe arroyo. The bridge across
the Arroyo Atresco near Galisteo,
which collapsed several months ago.
is to be reconstructed at an expense
of $1,800.
Thus every portion of the county is
to be benefited but permanent con
struction according to a systematic
ipian pian is to be the rule.

m
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Made from Cream of Tartar

'

No Alum
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Walsh also paid particular attention
to planning these hearings so that
every iphase of the subject might be
given due attention. Among the wit-

LEGISLATION
MPORTAN

nesses heard have been federal, state
and municipal officials, labor ltaders
in all parte o
the country, social
workers and philanthropists, employers of labor in many classes and noted
economists, surgeons and, educators.
From each witness, in addition to
evidence as to labor conditions with
which he was personally familiar, suggestions as to remedial legislation
was obtained. In arriving at its conclusions and the final expression of
the commissioners' opposition will be
embodied in bills to te drafted only
after a minute inspection of every
similar law,' state and federal. Ex
pert assistance in formulating the
bills will foe rendered by men who
have made a l'fe study of that work
and it is designed to make the meas)- ure proof against technical objection
as finally presented.

I

POINTS
NEXT

SESSION
OF CONGRESS
WILL ADD TO EMPLOYES'

STATUTES
Washington, Nov. 4. The sixty-thircongress will be prepared to
take another step toward regulation
of the relations of employers and employes;, when it convenes in Deeemb-be- r,
as it will have before it for consideration a lengthy report from the
commission on industrial relations
- created
last year to investigate the
subject and recommend legislation.
The report will be merely a statement of what the commission has
done; of the. evidence presented to it
and of the research work it has conducted in many fields covering the
period from October 22, 1913, whm
the -- appropriation became available, until' October 22, 1914. Further
hearings will be held this winter in
New York,, Washington, Chicago and
Atlanta, and in its final report next
year the commission will present the
bills which it hopes will result in ex
tensive reform of industrial relations.
Every effort was made by the com
mission to complete its preliminary
report in time for presentation to the
last session of congress. The force at
field headquarters in Chicago was
Jtept busy night and day but it was
'found impossible to complete the
d

ROSWELL

PICTURES

SHOWN

Santa Fe, Nov. 4 Chase Bell, the
moving picture operator of the expo
sition commission, has completed de
velopment and printing of the films
recently taken at the Military Insti-li't- e
and the Roswell Products exposition.
The films prove to be first
class and the exposition board is es
pecially proud of them.
The Cuarai model is also nearing
completion under the master touch of
?. Adams.
It is lhc most ambitious
of the landmarks of the Pueblo village
and the beauty of the mission church,
he model is an especially elaborate
rnd attractive one.
i

task.

Over 500 witnesses have been heard
by the commission's representatives
In Washington, New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Chicago, Paterson, N1. J,
Lead, a D Butte, Seattle, Portland,
San FrancisOo and Loa Angeles. In
addition to this exhaustive! Investigation much has been conducted independently by the field force under the
direction of Dr. Charles McCarthy, of
the legislative library of Wisconsin.
The subjects considered were employment, vocational training, violence in
labor disputes, Interstate, employment
and! agricultural labor. Among those
who aided In this task were Professor
George B. Barnett of Johns Hopkins
university, who devoted himself to a
study of economic conditions; Miss
Marie L;. Ohenouver of the bureau of
labor statistics, investigating woman
and child labor; Robert F. Hoxle, professor of political economy, University of Chicago; William Leiserson,
formerly superintendent of employment agencies, Wisconsin; John L.
"Parkinson, an expert special agent
of the census tureen; Thomas I.
Parkinson, chief of the legislative
drafting division, Columbia university; B. S. Warren surgeon of the
service, and W. J.
jyublio health
Lauck of Washington, D. G, formerly
superintendent of industrial Investigation, United States immigration bu'
reau.
held
were
under the
Publio hearings
direction of the B. M. Manley, Washington, D. C, and Commissioner
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Mothers can rest easy after giving
"Caliornia Syrup of Figs," because In
a few hours all the clogged-u- p
waste,
sour bile and fermenting food gently
moves out of the bowels, and you have
a well, playful child again Children
simply will not take the time from
play to empty their bowels, and they
become tightly
packed, liver gets
sluggish and stomach disordered
When cross, feverish, restless, see
if tongue is coated, then give this de
licious "fsuit Jaxativei," - Children love
it, and It can not cause injury. No
difference what alls your little one
if full of cold, or a sore throat, diar
rhoea, stomachache, bad breath, re
member, a gentle "inpide cleansing'
should always be the. first treatment
given. Full directions; for babies,, chilare
dren of all ages! and grown-up- s
printed on each bottle.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
Ask your druggist for a
bottle
of "California Syrup of Figs," then
look carefully and see that It is made
by the "California Fig Syrup Company." We make no smaller size.
Hand back with conempt any other

Ost-uro-

Route No. 3. Box 67, Little Falls, Minn.
"Our little boy was taken sick with &
fever and after the fever ho broke out with
a sore eruption all over .his

Curry county, Superintendent h. C.
Mersfeler, chairman.
Dona Ana county,
Superintendent
body. We could got nothFrank M. Hayner, chairman;
Mrs.
ing to help- him. The sores
Mesllla Park;
were large and red and George Baumelster,
bleeding. .., They
started C, E, Morrlssett, Las Cruces; Mrs. M.
with blisters as if ho were L.
In g. S. 8., the famous blood
Woodson, Mesilla; Pearl Miller,
purifier,
burned and when they broke
is the greatest natural repair crew known.
State
M.
F.
CarlsCollege;
Hatfield,
they would bloed and they
It is au antidote for germs, that once let
Itched so that he could not bad.
loose, multiply so fast that a definite disease is apparent over night. And yet so
BleCD for Rome ttrr.n
Wa
Eddy county, Superintendent W. A. powerful is the Influence of S. S. 8. thaB
had him all tiod up with bandages and then
like a vast army it spreads all throng!
1'oore, chairman; Ruth Brainerd,
we had to soak them off every day.
the blood, checks disease, opens up a!l
" We bought a cake of Cuticura
R, R. James, Lovlngton; s. J.
Soap and
of escape and throws out diseaxa
a box of Cuticura Ointment which soon gave Daley,
through the lungs, kidneys, bladder, bowel
Hope; George Brinton, Lake-woo- and
him relief. We used the Cuticura
skin.
Soap to
H. G. Howard, Malaga.
wash him with and used the Ointment
Do not become panic stricken if a raafe
San Miguel county. Superintendent or bolls or eruptions inflame the skin.
afterwards and in about two weeks he was
Nature Is
her beBt but Nature Is at
able to sit up. Now he Is as well as can he M. F.
DesMarais, chairman; Mrs. Lou the Bame doing
time calling for help, and la
for in three weeks he was all healed by the
S.
S.
S.
is
Las
just the kind of help Nature
Vegas; Miss Papen, Las
Cuticura Soap and Ointment." (Signed) Cobb,
demands, for It Is a
vegetable remedy
George Woltors, Jan. 29, 1914.
Vegas; Mrs. B. J. Read, East Las Ve- - with an action that pure
vigorously follows the
-

Ar-tesi-

d;

Samples Free by Mail

For red, rough, cbupped

and bleeding
hands, itching, burning palms, and painful
flnger-en- d
with shapeless nails, a
Cuticura treatment works wqnders. Soak
hands, on rotiring, in hot water and Out Icura
Boap. Dry, anoint with Cuticura Ointment
and wear soft bandages or old, loose gloves
during the night. Although Cuticura Soup
(25c.) and Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are
sold by druggists and dealers everywhere,
a sample of each with 32-Skin Book will
be sent free upon request. Address postcard: '! Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
one-nig-

p.

fig symp.1

Adc.

s.

blood channels

and cleans and repairs ax

In every community are
goes alone
Sierra county, Superintendent F. I. itpeople
who know this to be true. They
Given, chairman; Mrs. Ida M. Beals, have nsed a. S. S. and are blood clean,
and through.
Lake Valley; Miss McLean, Lake Val--! through
Get a bottle of S. S. S. today at any
drug store. Drive out those destructive"
ley; Hodge Moore, Hillsboro.
sore throat,
germs that cause skin
Taos county, Superintendent
Jose swollen glands, blood eruptions,
risings, painful
Joints, chronic bronchitis, and most
Montaner, chairman; E. R. WIsehart,
all conditions of disease.
Head the folder
Q.uesta; Mrs. E. M. Probert, Taos.
around the bottle that tells about the groat
Union county, Superintendent H. H. work being done to assist sufferers. If yon
would know more about the blood and Itst
Krrett, chairman; Rita Ryan, Folsom; treatment, write for
special book to The
Swift
?. J. Perry,. Des Moines; Luke JackSpecific Co., 52 Swift Iildg., Atlanta.
Ga.
son, Clayton; Capitola Horton,
rhen-mat-

Bue-ycTo- s.

AMERICANS ASSIST THE NEEDY
New" York. Nov. 4. Twenty millions
ACT QUICKLY
of American dollars and ten millions
worth of clothing and food is to be
Has Been Dangerous In East
America's generous aid to wounded Delay
Las Vegas
Belgium and to the relief of wounded
Do
and dying men on many battlefields.
the right thing at the right time
Ten thousand American women are
Act quickly In time of danger.
In time of kidney danger Doan'a
giving their timei n hospital tents and

refugees' shelters, and a million more
are weaving at their firesides bandages and articles of clothing for the
stricken Belgians. Never did Ameri
can greatness ever manifest itself
more prominently, in the world than
now, when humanity calls. Despite
the hard times that have hovered over
the land, thinning pocketbook3 and
lowering bank accounts,, there was; yet
something to spare in every section
of the country for a nation of toilers
in distress. Today the contributions
are coming heavier than ever, and
American generosity can be truly said
to know no bounds. The funds acv
tually raised in the big cities of the
United States total $1,500,000. Reports
from" smaller cities and towns show
fully $3,000,000 more actually in hand
for relief purposes. Of the clothing
values no estimate can be accurately
made, but fully five million dollars'
worth is already collected and on its
way to Europe,

Kidney pills are most effective.
Plenty of East Las Vegas evidence
of their worth.
P. Ciddio, tailor, 605 Sixth St., East
Las Vegas, says: "I had a steady
ache across my loins and my r'ght
side. When I stooped, I felt the trou-bl- e
more severely. When I lay down,
I could hardly
straighten on account
of the pain. I attribute the trouble
to my sitting In a craped ppositlon at
my work Doan's Kidney Pills proved
to be just what I needed. They not
only removed the pain and backache,
but gave me permanent benefit. A
few years ago I gave a statement, telling how Dean's' Kidney Pills had
cured me and I have nothing to with
draw from It My back and kidneys
have given me no more trouble."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pillsthe same that
Mr. Ciddio had. Foster-MilburCo.,
Props., Buffalo, N. Y Adv.

NATIONAL

RECEIPTS FALL

4. Government
Washington,
receipts from ordinary sources were
nearly $20,000,000 less during October
than for October last year. Customa
receipts were off about $14,000,000,
and internal revenue nearly $6,000,000.
The figures were in contrast with the
shewing for September, when total
receipts fell off only about $4,000,000
with customs below the same month,
in 1913 about $9,500,000 and internal
revenue receipts increased about $0,-The effect of the new reve- 000,000.
t:te war tax will not noticeably swell
the treasury's total for several weeka

Nov.

to come.

SELL RAILROAD

3

AT AUCTION

Richmond, Va., Nov. 4. 'The Rich
mond & Henrico railway is to be sold
tomorrow at auction by the receivers.
A year ago the company was forced
to assign. The rails cover only a
small part of the city, but it is more
than paying expenses;. It is said that
had the money been forthcoming for
extension of the line the promoters
would have made the road a big fian- :
cial success.
4

n

Subscribe for The Optic.

They say Willie Lewis Is to retire.
He gave George Carpentier a hard go
two yearg ago, and showed well with,
other tough ones.

Will you Protect your
Children's Eyes now,
While you Can?

e--

School Days!
Night-TimStudy!
e
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Re-als-

Just the Help Needed to Over
come Worst Troubles.

Corona.

.

IF CROSS, FEVERISH. CONSTIPAT-ED- ,
GIVE
"CALIFORNIA
SYRUP OF FIGS'

ALL

Slate of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney and Co., doing business In
the
City of Toledo, county and state
AT LEAST IT WILL BE IF SANTA
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
FE ROAD COMMISSIONER
the sum of ONB HUNDRED DOL
HAS HIS WAY
LARS for each and every case of
that cannot be cured by the use
Santa Fe, Nov, 4. To restore the
of HALL'3 CATARRH CURB.
old Santa Fe trail as it originally ran
FRANK J. CHENEY.
from the Arroyo Horidp to Canyoncito
Sworn to before me and subscribed
is the work undertaken by Arthur
in my presence, this 6th day of De
Seligman, chairman of the road board.
cember, A. I). .1886.
Although only $200 was at the disA. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
posal of Marcelino Garcia, who had
Notary Public.
charge of the work, a road of wonHall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Inter
drous scenic beauty nas already been
and acts directly upon the blood
constructed between Fena Negra and nally
and mucous surfaces of the system
Escondido and by a similar expendiS:nd for testimonials, free.
ture each year for the next five or
F. J. CHENEY and Co., Toledo, O
six years, the old picturesque road
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
will Be completely restored. It hangs
Take Hall's Family pills for con
W. T. Huehens, Nicnoison, Ga., had
on" the slope of the foothills the enAdv.
a severe attack of rhaumatlsm. His
tire distance, winding in and out ail slfpatlon.
feet, ankles and joints were swollen.
the way to and up the Canada de los
and moving about was very painful
Alamos and just before reaching
ONLY ONE DRUNK
He was certainly In a bad way wheD
Apache hill, penetrates a narrow canElection day was an orderly occa he started to take
Foley Kidney Pills
yon, bursting out upon a view of maer- nificent distances. For many miles sion, perhaps the most orderly that He says, "Just a few doses made mc
it lies through a park of cedar and San Miguel county has ever passed feel better, and now my pains and
There was no disorder dur- - rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
pinon and just before emerging from through.
in" the day and during the evening all night long." O. G. Schaefer and
the Canada de los Alamos, passes the
historic spring at the first stage sta- there was only one fight, which, how Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
was nipped m the bud..
tion out of Santa Fe, where horses
A1 about 8 o'clock Juan
Oarcia and
METAL WORKERS GATHER
were changed.
Philadelphia, Nov. 4. The metal
The road board has set a precedent snother man got into a wordy politic
al argument uotside the polling
place trades) department of the American
by adopting a budget for the corning
of precinct No. 3. n is said that Gar Federation of Labor will hold Its an
year, outlining how much is ta be
cia had been imbibing large quanti nual convention here tomorrow, Thurs.
spent on each road la the county and
on new construction. This Innovation ties of "juice" and as a result was day and Friday, Matters of import
by Chairman Arthur Seligman i In somewhat uncertain as to bis actions. ance to the trade have brought to
accordance with the principles he has The discussion waxed warm and the gether a big attendance of delegates
voices of the contestants rose in ex Following the metal trades meeting
consistently maintained that the bulk
or tne money available each year citement Finally they got to a point comeg the annual convention of the
should be expended for permanent where they disturbed the election Federation Itself, which comes No
road building. The new roads which judges Inside. Marshal Esteban Gu-- vember 9.
have been constructed ;re therefore t'errez, who happened to be on the
in damp, chilly weather there is al
carefully graded with drainage se giound, told the debaters to desist.
cured by galvanized Iron pipes and The sober man vanished, but the oth ways a large demand for BALLARD'S
concrete drainways, the roadway be er attempted to continue his argu SNOW LINIMENT because many
ing made wide enough for the heav ment with, the marshal. He attempted people who know by experience Its
to convince the officer first by argu- f,reat relieving power In rheumatic
iest auto trucks to pass.
In addition to the $200 to be spent ment and then by force. Just when aches and pains, prepare to apply it
next yean again on the Santa Fe trail. he had reached the point where Gu it at the first twinge.- Price 255c, 50
three bridges are planned and $210 is tierrez was about to pull his club, and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Cen
to be expended on the Santa Fe can- friends of Garcia induced him to quit tal Drug Co. Adv.
yon branch of the scenic highway. On
the road to Lamy 20 cluverts are to
STRONG COOIIITTEE TO
be constructed and $300 appropriated STOP SICK HEADACHE
for that road. On the Cerrlllos road
a concrete runway la to be built
PHEPABEAN EXHIBIT
NEURALGIA PAIN
across Nine Mile arrovoi. On the'
road to Buckman and the cliff dwell--1
inw S00 fn to be expended undw the Dr. James' Headache Powders Re- - INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION
TO
MAKE A GOOD SHOWING AT
direction of Ashley Pond. On the
lieve at Once 10 Cents a
road to Albuquerque one bridge, five
ALBUQUERQUE
Package
miles out of Santa Fe Is to be built,
two culverts 12 miles out of Santa Fet
Nerve-rackinsplitting or dull, Santa Fe, Nov. 4. Miss Mannette
Work on the Santa Cruz or Taos road throbbing headaches yield in just a A. Myers, supervisor jof Industrial
is to be continued in, a manner simi- few moments to Dr. James' Headache education In New Mexico today an
lar to the fine piece of roadway lust Powders which cost only 10 cents a nounced tue following additional com
built- on the northern slope of he package at any drug store. It's the mittees to
prepare industrial exhibits
Tesuque divide. This road is to cet nuickest mires
hpaAanha roliof 4n for the Albuquerque educational meet
the biggest appropriation, $3,000. It f Ue whole world. Don't suffer!
o
this month:
eervesi as a picturesque road to tleve the agony and distress now!
Bernalillo county, Superintent Ata- the cliff dwellings, passing through i'ou can. ' Millions of men and women nasio Montoya,
chairman; Mrs. Sarah
the Indian villages of Tesuque and have found that headache or neuralgia ri Moore, Mrs. O'Connor
Roberts, Dr.
San Ildefonso and the quaint settle- misery is needless. C&t what you ask Marian F.
Kyle, Solma Anderson
ments of Cuyumungue and Jacona. On for, Adv;.
Chaves cc.ounty, Superintendent P.

RESTORED

C. Hill,
O. Hall,

chairman; Superintendent y.
Roswell; T. N. Russell, Hager-nian- ;
Jesse Knox, Lake Arthur; Major
J. W. Wilsson, Roswell; Mrs. B. Doo-HOVER CHILD'S BODY
Elkins.
Lincoln county, Superintendent Mrs,
V. L. Gumm,
chairman; SuperintendStarted with Blisters. Itched So ent C.
L. Schreck. Capltan; 'SuperinCould Not Sleep, Used Cuticura tendent A.
McCurdy, Carrlzozo; G. E.
Soap and Ointment. In Three Cerdwell, Nogal; Mrs. M. L. Blanes,
;
Weeks Was All Healed.
Miss Rebecca Livingston,

ERUPTION

M' '

Rather hard on the children's
tender eyes unless you take
proper precautions. Electric light
is the remedy. Properly diffused
in a suitable Electric Lamp it
gives the most congenial illumination for eyes of all ages. Safest,
most healthful, most economical.
Have your home wired for electricity.
We have recently reduced our
rates you can now afford to do
Everything Electrically,

The Las Vegas Light
and Power Co.
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Frrgusson, democrat, for his seat in
i he rational house of
representatives.
Hugh II. Williams has retained his
place in the corporation commission,
triumphing over Adolpho Hill, democrat. A big majority of republicans
lave been elected to the lower house
of the state legislature.
CO.
All this was brought about in the
face of the roost bitter fight that ever
bas been waged agafnst a republican
Editor
ticket in New Mexico. The reason?
New Mexico
The answer is easy.
normally is republican. Three years
?go the democrats, taking advantage
of a breach in the republican party,
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The people bided their time and said
nothing. They knew they had been
deluded by false prophets, and at the
first opportunity they took occasion
to rectify their mistake. They decided to come back io the party of efficiency ana forsake that of inefficiency.
Had McoDnald shown himself to have
been competent and unpartisan, and
had Fergusson. Shown that he had a
will of his own and the courage to
use It even at the risk of incurring
the displeasure of the president, the
result might have been different. But,
unfortunately for the democrats, their
party seems to be suffering for the
lack of men possessing those qualities
which make efficient public officials.
And when the voters get a chance
to register their opinion of the state
administration, New Mexico will take
uo more chances with a democratic
governor." McDonald
has madeS a
wreck of his party in this state and
has proved too little for his jaVas
feovernor of this state. And he was
the best man the democrats ccviiid

NOVEMBER

4,

1914

ree points

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?

OUR.

Second: Can I get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
.'
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
'
'
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility. ,
"

,

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
capital

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT
is the most complete in the state and
for prompt grinding and repairing is
excelled by none.
Work sent us by mail is returned
by the first return post.

Robert J. Taupert

support
a
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and Surplus $12,000.00
Jeweler and Optician
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- progressive republicans with a vicious
ticket. Coupled
States
United
the
New' Mexico
Las Vegas,
mission through
(personal attack upon the republican
flails as second class matte.
candidate for the first governor of the
offlcialted.i
Paul's Memorial church,
new state, this move gave them conBoth bride and groom are residents of
OFFICERB AND DIREdTORS'
East Las Vegas, N. M.
TERMS OF SUBSCRITION
trol of the state house, and one of the
H, W. Kelly, President
Watrous.
Albuquerque, N. M,
s.
two members in congress then allowJacob Gross, VieePrest,
Dally, by Carrier
Pecos, N. M.
in
Mr.
Krenz
lived
Many
years ago
.05 ed New Mexico,
Clarence Iden, Secy. & Treaa.
Trinidad, Colo.
though the people re-Per Copy
Watrous and successfully plied hi
Donald Steward,
Rowe, N. M.
,15 .fused
them with the legisla- One Week
OF
v" ' '
''"'
C. C. Bobbins,
trade as blacksmith, and mechanic.
Santa Fe, N. M. ,
.65
ture.
One Month
For the past seevn or eight years he
7.80
Two years ago, when the new state produce.
One Year
lias been employed at work on the'
administration had been in office only
Dally, by Mail
Fanama canal, returning to his old
$6.00
a f6W months, by again appealing to
One Year (ln advance)
Mrs.
home some few months ago.
Six Months (in advance)
3.00jtiie progressive and disaffected vote,
now Mrs. Krenz, for the past
Siack,
RETURNS
democrats were successful in re- One Year (in arrears)
INCORPORATED
year has been proprietress of the
3.50
(Continued from Page One)
Six Months (In arrears)
electing Mr. Fergusson to congress.
Watrous hotel, which by her industry
It was not long, however, before the
W holes a.le Grocers
HIT and care has been brought up to a (.ii'ding complete congressional dele
of the state began to have the
STOCK
AND
people
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of high efficiency. Both bride gation, elected.
point
horribly sickening sensation of realGROWER
New. York Charles S. Whitman, reand groom are widely known and
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Governor
defeated
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Watrous ..their permanent home,,, and
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xveimniscences
Antonio Lucero
carry.
the dairy business and the selling of
William
Vermont
P. Dillingham,
D.
Jose
1
cnairman;
Sena, A. L. Morr
it has grown in this short time,
IN LADIES' SUITS
senator.
sou, Mrs. u. M. Thomas., Nestor Mn- - republican,
n eiich proportion that Roosevelt
pt congrescpntrol.
.retained,
!
niaflejfo- Baca, Mrs. Vj. 'f,
we
siiowiNci I Thornton'.
county Is one of the principal cream
stale
'!! -'':
sional
officers
, and
delegation,
i
nn
in u ,lRnn
Reducing counties In the state. Ask
Charier' ;'vf; Gates,'
Of otit'ioj
legislature.
vnnny of the stock farmers and they
t I $15.00 io $18.00 values ?or' $i 1.90 and
elected i Soeriipfy! nitijGi'I
were elected to membershin:
$is.5o.
say, "If it had not been for my
and John-- .
Kentucky J
Morehoiise of Danville. Hi- Margaret
ows and my cream check coming in
$18.00 to faO.OO values for $14.75,
Mrs. E. G. Mayo of Albuquerque: Rev. eou N. Camden, both democrats, elect
$20.00 to $25.00 values for $16.50 and
epch month, I would have, had t
to senate. Democratic congressC. E.'Lukens of
Albuquerque; Edward ed
$17.50.
have the left the country." Owing to
fK
Anderson, Jr., of Eepanola; Dr. Henry men elected la nine and republican
'
These include Navy, King's Bine,
the Increase in live stock 'and hogs
i
rneips Whiteomb of Pasadena, Cab; In two districts.a laraer percentage r f the grain talsed
Copenhagen and Brown Serges, Brown
j
Texas All constitutional amend
Gilbert Bothus of Madison, W1s.
and Green Cheviots, Brown Mixed
this year, than - ever before, will b?
Mifis Helen
ments defeated.
Sherry
Alamogordo.
pf
9U
fed. It is to be regretted that there
Goods, Black Broadcloth, Garnet, etc.
Kansas Arthur Capper, republican,
there is not stock and hogs enough
ehcted governor. Victor Murdock's
KANSAS CITy LIVE STOCK
"Viprc to consume
every pound but with
Kansas City, Nov. 4. Hogs, receipts friends claim his election to senate.
the Increase of stock at the present
15,000. Market steady.
Bulk $7,100 Republicans claim success of tne en
ate the time is not far off when shlp-pmCoats from $3.98 up and you will find good values with low prices
tire state ticket
7.40; heavy $7.207.35; pigs $G. 35
in the same proportion as Is the case with the suits.
.grain will be a thing of the past."
6.75.
incw jersey New jersey congreS'
o
fcional delegation will be eight
Cattle,
Market
11,000.
receipts
republi
MARE IT A POINT TO SEE
slrong. Prime fed steers $9.7511; cans and four democrats, a gain of
CTSHOW IT HAPPENED
You can't resist th styles brought out in this winter's most
wentern steers $79.25; calves ?6.50 fix republican seats. .
approved
CGODS BEFCHE BUYING
Well, it took place, just as The Op-ti- e
:
Mio.50.
Rhode Island R. Livingston Beeck- predicted. Perhaps there is no
CA3 VEGAS' BUSIEST STORE
Sheep, receipts 11.000. Market high man, republican, and entire republican
more surprised bunch of men in the
er. Lambs
$7.258.35:
world than the New Mexico democrats
yearlings state ticket elected. Every city and
THS
$5. 75 ffl 6. 50.
all but eix town In state voted to liOn
I
totfny.
They had confidently expectv
1
cense saloon liquor traffic.
ed a great victory iu yesterday's elecTho Johnaon-WillarConnetjtScjuit
Senator Frank
R.
match won't
tion, and indications are that they
Mexico
uc
rvm
until
'!ran0Bgw'
from
republican,
spring,
U J L J)
present
lave been nadf.v disappointed. Hert -j
Mexico Is bidding high!0"5, B- IIo1comb republican, elwted
nandez, republican, has defeated H. II.
.
IJ f '
for the bout.
'governor. Legislature reoiiblicnn
to-tru-

i
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Puritan Sanitary
Laundry

1

the inconvenience, extra expense and

Are you suffering

$50,000.00

'

I

J. M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

ig

f 1201

Phone Mo,ii 267

Ml

MM

.

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

1

S
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FALL

1

unsanitary fumes of a vault, day iu your home? Worse
"tbtaome one's home to be
still, do you send
washed 'mid'st oooMngr fend iJiving odors? Compare our
Get our prices on "Wet Wash"
SANITARY methods.
I
and "Rough Dry."
your-Wothii-

Fnr"

NOVEMBER

T. Hoskln, Cashier.

D.

t.

I

National Ave

in

E. H. Evans and his son left today
fas Phoenix rAriz. The Evans came
to Vegas from Boston, for the boy's
health.
Clarence Iden of Gross, Kelly &
wentlf overland to the vicinCompanyy
M. B. Moore of Commerce,
Texas,
Rowe
of
today. - He expects to be
ity
was a business Visitor hero today.
a few days.
.?3
Frank Clays, the road master of the absent
Mark Foster came in yesterday for
to
Albuquer-,auwent
Santa Fe railroad,
a short 'Msiness visit. Mr. Foster
-.
today.
Hard- is representing the Simmons
Santa Fe. Superintendent F. L. ware
company of Denver.
Myers went to Albuquerque, yesterday
afternoon.
Mrs. Kirk left today for a visit to
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Kansas. Mrs. Kirk is the wife of J.
Chicago,' Nov. 4. Wheat developed
It. Kirk, an engineer on the Santa Fe
weakness-todayinfluenced by big dorailroad.
In
Mora
from
mestic
and
M. 8. Provlne capie
by a decided inreceipts
last night. He will be here on busi- crease of the European visible supply.
lower to
The opening, which was
ness for a few days,
a
followed
was
decline
all
in
from
last
up,
by
night
,J,.y ,Rlair.,.canie
er some IDUsi" Around, and' then an upturn to Monday
AlbiiqueruVt 'ook
night's level. The close was Btrong
less interests in "hiit town.
J. A. Conle'y of Raton arrived in Las at Yt net advance.
Vegas today. He will spend a few ' Active inquiry from exporters put
'u irrength. into corn. After starting a
days here on railroad business.
Simon Garcia and Pablo Bone.'sh'eep shade oflf'to a shado up, prices made
ranchers from Las Ventanas, came In a moderate general advance. The
was strong at a gain of 11
to X
to town this morning on business.
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Haira andOats followed com up grade.
valet of Cimarron arrived in town today from the east. They will stay for Firmness was the rule in provisions.
"xi
a few days.
the closing '"quotations were as
'
"'
Mrs. James Finn arrived yesterday
from New York City for a visit with
Wheat, Deo. 1.17; May 123.
J.fT brother-in-law- ,
Morris Greenber-ge- r Corn, Dec. 70; May 72.
of this city.
Oats, Dec. 49; May 63.
A. R. Davis, an snl.omobile dealer
Pork Jan. ?19.17; May $19.40.
of Itoswell passed through here today
Lard, Jan, $10.17; May $10.32.
on his way to Raton. Davis traveled
Ribs, Jan. $10.07.
In a Buick roadster.
Mr. Roberts came' in today from
bout in
The White-WelsMineral Hill to purchase apparatus
November 9 promises to be a
Willi Ritchie will ask Welsh
for a domestic science department
Mineral for a return hut, as an1 incident of the
that Is being insta'j'f -occasion.
Hill public school. '
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Our Complete Line of
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

mm

FOR MEtf AND BOYS
for Fall and Winter Wear is V
now on display.
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CAPITAL STOCK

.

WM. G. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY

and Style you may fancy.

Prices from 30c upwards.

02O.COO.OO

OFFICE WITH THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK

We have them in any Shape, Color, Material
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WAR
(Continued From Page One.)

Iondon, Nov. 4. The Turkish authorities, according to 'a " Renter's
Telegram company dispatch from Constantinople via Sofia, have hegun to
seize the shipping lying off ConstantiThe Porte also has ordered
nople.
the extinction of the lighthouses in
the Mediterranean.
'..

i

V

J

'

h

.
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Germans Fade Away
"We have received with keen pleas
ure all the dispatches concerning the
triunmhant march of the Russian
armies durlne the nast 15 days, in
eluding these relating the new ad
vance which has lust brought them
into proximity to." the German frontier,
"J. desire to convey to your imperial
highness my best congratulations. On
our part we have checked the furious
German attacks and by Incessant,
energetic action we are advancing to
destroy the enemy's forces opposed
to us. Our situation is good, and
hope that our combined efforts soon
will lead to final success."
The foregoing dispatch was given
in Paris this after
out
y

noon.

'

j

.

Tuxedo the Most Enjoyable
and the Most Healthful Smoke

Wifi

Havre, Nov. 4. The Belgian minis- tor of war today msde public an official report received by him from Fur-iteon the Belgian coast half way
between Dunkirk and Ostend, the text
oi which is as follows:
"Detachments of allied troops, which
today pushed ahead a&; far as
on the Yser1 front below
Schoorbakke, failed to discover any
of the enemy. Only small detachments of artillery still remain in the
oirection of Westende and to the
north and east of Schoorbakke. Small
portions of the enemy's rear guard
6 till are
holding, several bridges and
farm houses on the left bank of the
river near, Stuyvenkenskerk.
'An almost unbroken column of the
enemy, -- composed;.. of all arms and extending from Lek to Thourout, has
marched in an easterly direction. No
forces of. the enemy of any Importance
ore recorded east of the Yser. but
several supply trains have proceed
ed from Thourout, In the direction of
Routers and Deynze on the Lys."

because they have had unhappy experiences

with pipe tobaccos.
Likely you have paid 35 cents to 50 cents
for a tin of "fancy mixture," and it burned
your mouth or throat, or was unpleasantly
strong.
Too bad but you got the wrong tobacco.

SAM BERNARD
popular musical comedy star
"A tin of Tuxedo is my con-

stant companion. I like it especially because it has never given me
The
a bit of throat trouble.
smoothest smoke ever.

Q&AuwJ'.

IieilUIlUlCUa
have tried
L
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1
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The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

"

RICHARD CARLE
Star of "Mary's Lamb,"
"The Spring Chicken," etc- Tuxedo is my idea of what

have found the answer to their smoke
lems. Tuxedo is the mildest tobacco made.

It cannot bite the tongue or dry the throat.
And it's economical; There are 40 pipe-

a

ood, wholesome smoke should be.
m for it always.

in a ten-cetin.;lYou,xan't ,get, any,
because1
better tobacco
nothing better grows
tharikhe mellow perfectly aged Burley leaf
used i Tuxedo.
;u
ful

T

A

tl
,

nt

If you try Tuxedo for
and cut out other
month
a
Wokis', you will not only
have had the best month
Iof
smoking you have ever
"
had in your life, but you
will have 1 made a mighty
big saving in your' pocket-mone- y

....

I

V.

e,

a

because
have.

it makes my nerves beAnd as for voice culture I

Try Tuxedo."

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE
Famous preen tin with gold let. 1 Altering, curved to fit the pocket lV4
Convenient pouch, inner-line- d
wish moisture-proo- f
paper , .
In
TUB

Glu Humidor
AMERICAN-

SOe

TOBACCO

i
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Sill:
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and 90.
COMPANY

For Fall and Winter should be
ordered now.
We have a complete line of for

en-- having

suffered losses and abandoned
."' ""' '

the dead."

Russians Invade Turkey
Nov. 4.

Official commuPetrograd,
nication from the staff of be1 Russian
army In the Caucauaus, given out here
today say Russian troops1 have cross-e- q
the Turkish frontier, driving back
the enemy's advance guards and taking a number of towns.
The text of the communication follows:
"Our troops have crossed the frontier of Turkey and have driven back the
Turkish advance guard; they took possession after engagements or the
towns of Zivfne, Karafelissee, Pasii:;- ka, Ahkty'Boutakh, Khoroan, Mysson
and Arzap.'
The Turkish forces retreated after

WOMEN WILL VOTE
Chicago, Nov. 4 Woman suffrage

in the Montana election and was
defeated in other states in which
voters passed (upon the matter, in
Nebraska, where the suffragists in the
last three weeks conducted a vigorous campaign, the fight was hot and
the result long in douht. In Missouri,
Ohio, Nprth Dakota, South Dakota
nd Nevada the suffrage amendment
suffered defeats described as "deci
sive"
wfon

.

elgn and domestic suitings, com-

prising all the latest weaves, and
at right prices,

Bob Mo ha is training for his. reentry into the ring. He may meet Jim
Smith or Battling; Levinsky rpr a new
i
start.

Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special, .care.

DUNCAN

CHASv LEVIS
TAILOR

Ambassador, Takes Leave
Rlfaat Pasha, the Turkish ambassa
dor to France, according to the Havas
Amsterdam, Nov.- 4 (via London)
News agency, asked for his passports
The Vossische Zeltung publishes a
were handed to him at Bor
vhich
dispatch from Sofia saying that Turk
this morning.
deaux
ish warships have Bunk the Russian
S"noh.
battleship
Tsing Tau Is Quiet
4.
NoV
Since Tuesday
Peking,
Russia Is Angry
morning no word has been received
Berlin, Nov. 4. A dispatch received by wireless from the defenders of
here from Copenhagen, according to Tsing Tau, the fortified position of
information Issued in Berlin officially the German concession of Klao Chow
today, says that the Persian minister in the Chinese province of Shan Tung.
to Petrograd has, demanded the imme The Japanese ibegan a general- bom
diate recall of the. .Russian forces of bardment Oi the fortress with heavy
occupatioa4n Persia, j
siege guns several days ago.
Russia for gome time past has main
tained permanent garrison in the
Germans Are Losing
northern portion of Persia.
Tokio, Nov. 4. A dispatch received
British warships on November 1 here from Tsi Nan in Shan Tung provsays an official announcement issued ince, China, says the Japanese forces
here today, bombarded the Turkish before Tsing Tau, the fortified posiport;flf.Akabah and attempted a landi- tion of the German territory of Klao
ng;. The force
after los- Chow, have destroyed 26 German guns
ing four men.
and capTuFeS 800 prisoners. The JapDispatches from Constantinople say anese artillery Is now attacking the
that a British squadron bombarded
the Dardanelles fort at daybreak on
November 3. They did no damaget
The firing was at an extreme range
and lasted 15 minutes. Simultaneous
ly, it is reported, two British cruisers
fireJ a, few shots, at. the ..seaport of,
Now is (he time to start
Jaffa, In Palestine, but retired under
' those
the fire, of Turkish. ,artUlery.
beautiful Hand-,- '
Made gifts lor ChristNineteen Transports Sunk
mas. Gifts,, made by
Berlin, Nov. 4 (By wireless) Infor
yourself are much more .
mation was given cut to the press
valuable and cost less.
from official quarters today as fol
lows:
"The first encounters on the Turk
ish frontier in which Turkish soldiers
met Russian forces from Caucasus reIN STAMPED CCCD3
sulted unsuccessfully for the Russians.
"Nineteen Rus3hn transports sunk
by the Turkish fleet had on board
mines destined for the blocking
FOR CASH
of Turkish waters. This fact proves
1 Lot Stamped Towels
25c
the hostile Intentions of the Russians."
1 Lot Pillows Tops
15c
Dardanelles Bombarded
1 Lot white and dark Center
Paris, Nov. 4. A dispatch to the
i5c
pieces
t'avas agency from Athens says that
1 Lot Night Gowns. .
69c
the bombardment of the forts of the
All our Instruction Books. .1 9c
Liirdanollps, which was participated
in chiefly by the B, itish fleot, was bus
tended momentarily hut later was
!
,
and continued until 10 o'clock
o
n
I
4
morninar.
In
Seventv
shells
oil
this
il
were fired at tho T"r!;';!i forts.
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The one Show that can
Always Come Back
A LAUGHING JUBILEE
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LATEST SUCCESS
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BIGGER
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EVERVTHIMG MEW"
THAU EVER.
BUT FUN AND PRETTY GMS

and BETTER

See Them Take Vera Cruz with
Smokeless Powder.
LJ

Including 25 Entrancingly Beautiful Hexican
Alaidens

PHIGES CI.5Q - $1.m - 7'So
SEATS AT MUHPHEY'S SATURDAY

You Will Find
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This Week Only

1

CUFTON CRAWFORD
comedian, ,
of "Quaker Girl" fame
co-stIaltiiliute
"Tuxedo is my
good deal of my success to it,

SUI
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Russian Battleship Sunk

most enjoyable smoke is a pipe. But
THE
many men deny themselves this pleasure

YOUR

German trenches and the wire
tanglements before them.

the best in all
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When your rood does not digest
well and you feel "blue," tired and
discouraged, you should use a little

me

HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
bowels, purifies the system aitd restores a fine feeling of health and energy. Price BOc. Sold .by Central
Drug Co.

1914.

OPTIC

ohe

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
A.

COLUMN

New York Is looking forward to the
Leach
Ballant bout,
slated for November 17. Cross has
a great deal at etake and will make
a fight for lost laurels.
rt

Important
Bear in mind that Chamberlain's
Tablets not only move the bowels but
improve the appetite and strengthen
the digestion. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
OHIO VALLEY DOCTORS MEET

.Evansville, Inud., Nov. 4. Three
hundred physicians were present this
morning when the Ohio Valley Medical association met for its annual convention. Dr. Benjamin F. Floyd of
this city, secretary of the association,
and Mayor Benjamin Bosse welcomed
the doctors, and arrangements have
been made to entertain the visitors
il u
ring their two ays' stay.
FAIH

Slireveport, La., Nov. 4. The
state fair opened today, more
brilliant than ever, and a big crowd
of visitors flocked to the grounds. The
fair will not come to an end until November 11, and many events have
been planned.

OF COLUMBUS, COUNi
vited. Guy M. Cary. W. M.. H. B. Van KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Pettea. Secretary.
Cnrth Thursday In O. R. O. hall,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer building.
Visiting members,
r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne.
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. B.
conclave second
dey In each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. JONE8 BOWERS MONUMENT CO
Smith, B. C; Cha. Tamme, Recorder.
Albuquerque, N, M.
216 E. Central
OPTICI NUMBER MAIN
Years Practical Experience,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
It
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVERW. W. BOWIDRS.
AL ARCH MA80N8 Regular convo R A. JONES
TISEMENTS
cation first Monday In each
GEO. H. HUNKER
month at Masonic Temple
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Attorncy-at-Laat 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar,
Estimate elx. ordinary word to a Una.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
h- - P.;
- O.
Blood, Secre-No ad to occupy leas apac than two
OH. p. ft. HUXMANN
Una
All advertisements
charged
Dentist
will ba booked at tpaca actually sat I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE? NO
Dental work of any description at
without regard to number ef words.
4. Meet every Monday evening at
moderate prices
Cash In sdvlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth atieeL All Yiaiting Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
brethren cordially Invited to attend.
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 41.
J. FriedenBtlne. N. G.: A. T. Rogera
V. G.; T. M. ISwood,
Secretary; Karl
Werta, Treasorer;
C V. Hedwsock,
WANTED Position by nurse and Cemetery Troatee.
maid. Apply Central Hotel.
East Bound
B. p, o. ELKS Meet second and
Arrive
Detail
fourth Tuesday evening of each No.
7:20 p. m.... 7:41 p. &
month Elks" home on NinO street No. 4. ...11:64 p. m.... 11:51 9, B
rooms
for and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers No.
1:25 a. m.... 1:11 a. B
FOR RENT Furnished
are
Wm.
Invited.
No.
921
H.
Lincoln
1:25 p. m.... I M h Jt.
Springcordially
light housekeeping.'
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
avenue.
West Bound
I?
Secretary.
Arrive
Depart
FOR RENT1 Modern rooms at Clos- No.
1:10 p. m.... 1:88 p. B
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR No.
a. Et
son House.
1:35 a. m.... 4.
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in No. 7..t. 4:20 p. m.... 4:31 p. S.
7:M f.
C:SS p. m
FOR RENT Two rooms for light W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the No.
housekeeping. 1103 Lincoln avenue first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
DUSIRABLE light housekeeping rooms Ladies always welcome O. L. FreeFoley's Honey and Tar Compound
with Bleeping porch. 1030 Fifth St. man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
cuts
the thick choking mucus, and
Mrs.
A.
V. Morrow, Local
financier;
clears away the phlegm. Opens up
Z.
J08
W,
Jackson
Deputy,
avenue;
FURNISHED rooms with or without
hoarse
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011 the air passages and stops the
board. 710 Grand avenue.
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
Xt
Sixth street, East Las Vegas,
for breath gives way to quiet breath-

l

TtI

lccal ti::e card

For flcnt

I....
I....

ll.i.

I....
I....
I....

Fer

WITH

com-

M.

Reg-ula-

Adv.

an-ni-

o. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth
Thursday
evening each
Regular
hall.
Vlsltlns
munication first and month at W. O.
in brothers cordially Invited. Howard V.
third Thursday
&ch month. Vlsltlnj Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
bitrtherg cordially in

LODGE NO. 2, A. P. A L. o.

CHAPMAN

Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
They hang on all winter if not
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung disease
Get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound, and take it freely.
Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and is
mildly laxative. Best for children
and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Schaefer and lied Cross Drug Store,

STATE

CAM

AND

ll

Battling Levinsky and Frank Man-tol- l
are to hook up at Thornton, R. I.,
for 15 rounds, tonight.

LOUISIANA

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
WBM BIST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

Adv.

Cross-Gilbe-

LOBBY

it

it

Cz!d

and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
BROTHERHOOD NO ing
Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
Mass,
Meets every Monday night b
FOR SALE Turkeys and ducks
for
and Tar to our children for
Honey
table use, dressed or alive. Phone O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a1
O.
acts
and it

THE BOXERS

FRATERNAL
102

Purple 5351.
bout in Milwau
;;The White-Welsr.,
kee November 9 promises to be a
fJISGCHSlSSSUS
Willie Ritchie will ask Welsh
for a return but, as an' incident of the
Will call
YOUR OPPORTUNITY
occasion.
or
and
teach
afternoons,
evenings
.Bob Moha is training for his. rein
the
of
you
principles
typewriting
into
the ring. He may meet Jim
entry
ten minutes, without charge for
Smith or Battling Levinsky for a new
first lesson. Leave address or phone
'
start.
your number of W. F. Mooro, El
New York and Wisconsin boxing
Dorado Hotel.
commissions may ban boxers who
commit fouls. There is no opposition
from the promoters who are on the
Teddy Murphy and Young Jeffries
.
level.
are to box in Brooklyn tonight.
h

eiz-ale-

always
quickly."
o'clock. Visiting members are cor croup
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
welcome.
T.
Presl
Js
Buhler,
dially
Adv.
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
C. H. Bally, Treasurer.'
Remarkable Cure of Croup
"Last winter when my little boy had
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA croup I got him a bottle of ChamberMeet In the Forest of Brotherly lain's Cough Remedy. I honestly beLove at O. R. C. hall, on the second lieve It saved his life," writes Mrfe."
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at J. B. Cook, Indiana, Pa. "It cut the
8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G. phlegm and relieved his coughiug
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo- spella, I am most grateful for what
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es- this remedy has done for him." For
pecially welcome and cordially Invited. sale by all dealers. Adv.
8
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

uuQlL

SWASTIKA COAL
ftMtt

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Bm l
Q QUO
RETAIL PBICES

2,000 pounds
1,000

pounds
200 pounds
50 pounds
Less than 50

-

or More, each dllvery
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery.........
to 1,080 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pounds, each delivery
pounds, each delivery

:

20c
250
30c
40c
5qc

per i00 ibs.'
per 100 Iba.
per 100 Ibe.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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FIND WHAT

YOU WANT

AND

ii H

176 "7cfio

SELL VilAT YOU

LOT

WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
MIGHT bUV ILo pafti(!UlartiTng la
.
worth niGL

()

THE PROPERTY you want to till ti WORTH MOST to
people who
read the ada in this paper and who never would hear of
your
property unletis it were advertised here.

O

,
T.'cw York Salesrooms

"32 Warren Street

f

9

A

'

OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want
(akd
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used
machinery and
furnilure, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical

I

M.-rid- cn

Connecticut

i

WANT AD3 are Inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
'
F1ED. Try them.
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new and complete line of samples,
anv one of which would!
delight t he most fastidious
tastes. They come in
styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards

T
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e have a

TT

u.,
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If.
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WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH A BOX OF

10

EHBOSSED STATIOHERY

WTo
V
V

can furnish it in white

or colors embossed to

your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use'of the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
to order and
1 cure engraved
the die is delivered to yovi
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends iponlthe style.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

f

MUTUAL THEATER
"7

WELCH

it

Bridge

BROTHERS' MAPLE
SUGAR CREAM

TONIGHT

First Show Starts at 715

Extra - Fancy - Apples

CANDIED CHERRIES

WEDNESDAY

"The Rescue"

LAWYER

Thanhouser.

IUVER
STARK

ASSORTED

GLACE FRUITS

STAYMAN WINK SAP
SMITH CIDER

APPLES

GRAND JUNCTION

HALDWIN
M1XKLER

NEWS

LOCAL

RED

ARTHUR

CRANBERRIES

WINTER STEIN
YORK IMPERIAL

Cutler Brothers, insurance.
west corner of Plaza.

EVER.Y APPLE PER.FECT
The Best that Colorado Produces'

STEARNS'

:

:

f"""'

Wiirf

SWEET POTATOES

Flowers. Call Greenhouses, Main
Perry Onion, Adv.

5c

mm

r

Phone Greenhouse, Main
Perry Onion. Adv.

276,

Pinch'

Four Large Bunches of
Fancy Crisp Celery

..IIIE

WIS :
THE CASH GROCER
S3M

FIBER FURNITURE
FOR INTERIOR USE
I
i

We Lave Just received some very fine chairs and rockers In
brown finished fiber.
)'
V
Some are upholstered in tapestry and creton and are made up
in very attractive designs Come in, look them over and get our
prices no trouble to show you them. You will not be urged to buy.

LIU GO
We have for your inspection the finest line of Rugs
Vegas at prices you can afford to pay.

Las

in

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.
Phone Vegas 114

511 Sixth" St.

UNDERTAKERS

UP-TO-DA-

IN NEW MEXICO.

FINEST EQUIPMENT

a

ti

MODERATE

i 9

m mnimmi
m

m

i.--

ft

m m at i

WESTERN DISTRIBUTING

PRICES

SUPPLY

company

BRANCH. ALBUQUERQUE, N. M

WE SELL EVERYTHING
WE UNDERSELL EVERYBODY

a

per pound

J.

for

H. YORK

Send us your name and address and we will send yon PREE our BIG

FALL & WINTER CATALOGUE

flora Woman
knows there is no economy in
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she loiows the best
is the cheapest. That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively.
A
trial will tell yon why In nnmis-takabl- e
terms. Order a sack today.;
Ask your grocer

for

Pure

Quill' Flour.

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

Martinez and Antonio
Concepcion
The new suitu are beauties. You
both of Pecos, have taken
Gonzales,
can't resist their style, and the prices out a
marriage; license.
will appeal to all economical buyers.
Adv.
The armory has been rented by the
Woman's club for the evening of
The Woman's Auxiliary of St.' Paul's
when a dance will be
church will meet Friday, Thanksgiving, '
Memorial
given,.
November 6, with the Misses Daum,
1227 Sixth street
Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of San Miguel county, has issued a marriage
Call up Main 276 for f lowers. Perry
license to Josefita Ortega and Luis
Onion Greenhouses; Adv.
Roibal, both of Tecos.
The Methodist ladies will hold their
William Sweeney and Xrvin Baxter
bazaar Monday, November 16, instead
have bought the Pinard ranch, situof Tuesday as advertised.
ated about six and a half miles west
of town. Sweeney and Baxter are
One lot of shirt waists, mostly
both from Ohio.
off at
white lingeries at one-haBacharach's. Adv.
There were $ large number of Elks
at
the club house last night to get
A party of hunters were out shoot-iug- g
the returns of the election. A bowling
on Ten Lakes yesterday. The
game enlivened the tedium of waiting.
sportsmen were Charles Farley, C. C.
Eossom, W. McCauly of Chicago and
The entertainment to be given to
S. Parker of Washington. The party
night by the public schools will coma number of ducks.. ,
mence promptly at 30 o'clock at the
Duncan opera house. Tnose in charge
Express has just brought some promise thati it will be well worth the
beautiful new fur sets for children to
price of admission.
Bacharach's. Adv.
lf

The E. Romero Hose and Fire company joined the work of improvement
on lower Bridge street by turning out
in a body yesterday and removing the
dirt that had accumulated by sweeping it with streams of water.

The Woman's missionary society
nf the First Methodist church will
meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. Joe Sundt, 902 National avenue.
Those who are to furnish automobiles for the ride to be given non-

According to Volunteer Observer
Lewis of the Normal the maximum
resident members of Chapman Lodge temperature reached
yesterday was 70
No. 2 tomorrow aftarnoon are request
The lowest point reached
degrees..
ed to assemble at the Masonic temple was 30
degrees
net later than 1:30 p. m. By order of
committee.
Tho regular monthly meeting of the
E. Romero Hose and Fire company
The republicans carried East Las will be held
Friday night at the com
Vegas yesterday for their congres pany's
headquarters. . Some kind
sional nominee for the second time stranger has provided some "eats"
in 32 years, according to ' John S. and all
members are requested to be
Clark, who is .pretty well informed on hand to help consume them.
on New Mexico politics.
Naturally
(he republicans are elated. The last
A passenger on train No. 1 was
time the precinct went strongly re- nearly "left" today.
He bad an ex--!
publican was for the election of dele- - citing chase along the platform after
gat esjto the con stitutional convention, his rapidly fleeing means of transpor
in ihe spring of 1911 the constitution tation, but finally caught it
by the
was adopted by a big majority. The "skin of his teeth,".
' f
democrats had mad it a party issue,
"
m.i
and the victory for the constitution
A force of men was at work today
was a victory for thee republicans.
excavating a portion of the Santa; Fe
station grounds. A leak was discovered in the bir steam pipe of the
NEW SUITS ARRIVE AT BACHHotel Castaneda and the men are
ARACH'S
All the most approved points for busy patching it up. The pipe conwinter are brought out in this lot of veys the steam' from a heating plant
beautiful suits, which has just arrived. across the railroad tracks to the hotel.
All specially priced at Bacharach's.
-

ST. PAUL'S

Adv.

Automobile stage line to Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
m., arriving Mora ,9:45 a. m. Leave
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
m
Fare for round trip, $5: one way.
$3. Round trip tickets good for one
week. H. B. Hubbard Prop.
,

HARVEY'S

MsDsce

Of Tbe Best Of EveqliEg

Exilic

IT COMES TO QUALITY IN MEATS WE HAVE TUB
B SELL A3 CLOSE A3
r.::.T.
POSSIBLE, ACCORDING TO
1'."': Ql'AT.vry. TO T'I'OVE IT, TRY IT,

WKi:NT

NOTES

The Ladles' Guild fteld Its weekly
meeting- with .Mrsv A. F. Morrissette

AUTO STAGE

IS OPEN

Carriage out Saturday
Leave orders at Murphey's.

morning.
Adv.

yesterday afternoon.
Owing to sickness in the home of
Miss Phoebe Hart the Altar Guild will
meet on Thursday at 4 o'clock with
Miss Mildred Browne, 920 Seventh

street.

The meeting of the Woman's Auxiliary has been post iond for one week.
It will meet with Miss Daum, Sixth
street and Friedman avenue, on Friday,. November 13.
St, Fanl's choir will meet for re- -

i

eiLUF

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

IS SCARED

vative Bank.

The presence of five German warships in the
Pacific off the coast of Chile and the
probability that two more, the Dresden and Emden, are on their way to
join them .created considerable apprehension here for the safety of Canadian cities on the Pacific coast.
4.

ESTABLISHED 1378
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

HEAVEN IS THE GOAL

Don't run around your kitchen all

FOR ALL TO SEEK

At the revival services at the Baptist church lagt night Evangelist
Crimm spoke on "Heaven.'' He said:
"I am glad that God has prepared
a place for those who refuse Jesus,
but I am more than grattful that He
has prepared a place for the redeemed. Tonight let us open the gates
of heaven and through the scriptures
take a look at the home prepared for
all who accept- Jesus as their savior
and depend on Him to land them safely there. I do not know where heaven
will be, and furthermore it is none of
my business, but the scripture says;
'Jesus has gone, to prepare a place for
us and will come again and receive us
unto himself.' I care not where heaven is, it will be glory for me because
Jesus is there1. Neither do I know
just what we shall be like, but again
the Book says: 'It doth not appear
what we shall be, but we shalf be
like' Jesus,' Tonight ask yourself the
question, why do I want to go to
heaven?
"I want to go because there will
be no sin there. I have never seen
a perfect city and I want to see the
New Jerusalem because no unclerJi
thing can enter there. It is a 'city
not made by hands, eternal in, the
skies.' I want to go to heaven because no sickness can ever enter
there. Sickness is an', awful thing, it
eats away our vitality and gives us
pain. When we get to heaven there
will be no sorrow, no pain, no weeping, no disappointments, no parting,
no death. O what a place; where
there shall be rejoicing and singing
forever and ever.. It i3 a comforting
thought to know when we leave this
low ground of sin and sorrow and go
to live with Jesus and he shall wipe
all tears away. Heaven will be home.
The poet truly said 'there is no place
like home.'
"Tonight if you could go back to
the old home wouldn't you be anxious
to go? But things are not as they
used to be. Possibly the old orchard
has rotted away; the old spring has
gone dry; the birds no longer smg
their sweet songthe old friendly do;
Is no longer there; father, mother,
brother, sister, all were there a long
time ago. But alas! maybe there is
nothing there to greet joit save an old
tree which stood in the yard. How
sad such a visit could be Bless. God,
heaven will be home where parted
loved ones shall meet to part no
more, I tell you I can't afford to riiis
heaven,! t means too much to me. Can
you afford not to go there?"

You now carry things from your

pantry and cupboards to your
kitchen table, and b.ick again
at every meal. You walk miles,
and at night you are v.'orn out.
The Hoosier Cabinet saves all
this walking; puts your whole
kitchen at fingers' ends, and enables you to sit down at work.
It has 40
features
17 of which are new. Yet,
through its enormods sale the
price has not been raised You
labor-savin-

-

LJHB

C9M

BOTABO GO. STORE
Evfythlig

PHONE

MAIN 379

Wm, Ilfcld
jdwig
Nxt
(i
Hardware' and Furniture.

to fcrlc'ga.

Clean
or Dye

VE

CAN

niASt

g

can buy a Hoosier Cabinet tomorrow at less pricethan you
would pay for a common cup board cabinet
Why not do it?

J. C. JOHNSEN

(EL

SON

Complete Home Furnishers

TIRES AHO TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski- n

ed for the auto.
ALL WfllX

AT

DONE

GUARANTEED

Kl JTS

0U8 SHOP
FEKFECTNESS

Tho Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

1 Mil

0 ETUG
u
n

f

K

your old
Garments.

day- -

buy a Hoosier Kitchen1 Cabinet-save- s
miles of steps

EVANGELIST CRIMM SPEAKS ON
ADVISABILITY OF TAKING
RIGHT TRACK

ft

1915 GREAT MAJESTIC
.."."'

THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

BEE 7Hi

JUST RECEIVED
&

CANADA

Ottawa, Ontario, Nov.

--

4

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

CRIPPLE CREEK DRY
-,
"Colorado Springs, Colo., Nov.
Late returns from Cripple Creek show
thai the republicans carried all coun
ty officers except clerk In the election. Prohibition is said to have car
ried by an estimated majority of 250.

Grocer and Baker

Golden Wedding Rye, aged

in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

CENTS

25

and testament of &aM Anna E. Mayer,
iii lh
church on Saturday
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
deceased.
night at 7:1j o'clock. Every member of Anna E. Mayer, deceased.
In Testimony Whereof, I have hereis urged to be present.
State of New Mexico, County of San unto set
my hand, and affixed the seal
Miguel.
of the Probate Court this 4th day of
FEDERAL QUARANTINE
Office of the Probate Clerk, County November, A D. 1914.
Washington, Nov. 4. A federal
of
LORENZO DELGADO,
San Miguel, N. M.
of
(Seal)
cattle
quarantine against shipment
Clerk of the Probate Court.
out of New York state and Maryland To All Whom It May Concern, Greetwas imposed today by the department
ing;
of agriculture, due to the discovery of
You are hereby notified that the 4th
tie foot and mouh disease in the Buf day of January A. D., 1915, has been
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
falo stock yards and in Hagerstown, fixed
by the Honorable Probate Court,
Mo.
in and for the County and State afore-- J FOR RENT
Modern housekeeping
Foot and mouth, disease among 616 said, as the day to prove, the last will
rooms. 328 Grand avenue.
feeders m the Chicago stock yards
was reported to vhe department of
agriculture. Two more cows with
the disease were found in the national
A
dairy show there. One herd was
a
half
and
in
found infected
Maryland
e'ezen herds were reported in the Buf
falo yards.

4,j-

flowers.

FOE

:

Old, Tayior Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
in

iri mi

'

276.

Store
r

NEW MEXICO

North-

Adv.

1914.
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CANDIED PINEAPPLES

"High Spot on Broadway"
Keystone.
Third reel selected.
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